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Rule 1: Facility 
1. Games will be played in the Legacy Gym in the Student Life Center. Teams should check-in prior 

to their matches with the Intramural Supervisor. 
2. The Dodgeball playing area will be the volleyball court marked with red lines.  

 
Rule 2: Team Composition 

1. Teams will consist of 6 players with no gender restrictions (minimum of 4 players are needed to 
start).   

 
Rule 3: Beginning a Game 

1. At least 1 team member must be present at game time and teams must meet the minimum 
player requirement within 5 minutes of a game’s scheduled start time. If this requirement is not 
met, it will result in a forfeit. 

2. NO JEWELRY WILL BE ALLOWED ON THE COURT.  This includes, but is not limited to, earrings, 
wedding rings or bands, other rings, necklaces, bracelets, rubber bands, silicon bracelets, and 
metal barrettes.   

a. The only exception to this rule is a medical alert bracelet or necklace or a piece religious 
in nature.  In that specific case, it must be taped down and cannot become un-taped 
during play.   

b. Any player found wearing illegal jewelry during the game will be called “out” and 
must remove the jewelry prior to the next game beginning.  

3. Each game starts with 6 balls distributed along the mid line of the court.  Each team will begin 
with all its players touching the end line.  Once each team is ready the official will begin the 
game with a whistle.  At that point teams can race to the midline for the balls.  Anyone leaving 
the line early will be deemed out. 

a. Once retrieved, the ball must pass behind the 10 foot line of the volleyball court before 
it becomes live and can get anyone out. 

b. Players crossing the midline will be deemed out. 
  

Rule 4: Officiating 
1. Games will be officiated by 2 officials, one officiating each side of the court.  Players are 

expected to leave the court immediately upon becoming out whether the official directly calls 
them out or not.  Honesty will count towards Sportsmanship.   
 

Rule 5: Gameplay 
1. The object is to throw the ball at the opposing team and contact one or more of the opponents 

to get them out. Any person is out when contacted by a ball on the fly prior to it becoming dead. 
a. A ball becomes dead if it hits the floor, ceiling, curtain, wall, basketball hoop, a player, 

not still in the game and outside the boundary line, or an official. 
 

2. A person can also be out in the following ways: 
a. A person is hit by a ball thrown by an opposing player.  
b. The person throwing the ball is out if the ball is caught by an opposing player on the fly. 
c. If a player crosses the centerline, he/she is out. 
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d. If a player goes out-of-bounds (the line is out), other than the designated player as in 
Rule 5-9, that player is out. 

3. If the ball is caught before it becomes dead the player who threw it is out.  Any one touched by 
the ball after it was thrown, but before it was caught remains in the game.  

4. If a ball hits a player, then ricochets and hits that person’s teammate, then becomes dead, both 
players are out.  

a. As long as a ball is not dead, it can eliminate as many people as it touches. 
5. Under no circumstances can a player get his/her own teammate out. 
6. Once a player is out, he/she is eliminated from that game and must leave the court of play.  

There is no way for active players to free a player who is out. Players who are out may begin 
retrieving balls that have left the confines of the court.  Players may not cross the center line 
extended to retrieve a ball. 

7. If a player is hit anywhere on his/her head with a throw, that player will be allowed to stay in 
the game. However, if a player ducks and is hit in the head, that player is out. 

8. Delaying the game (holding balls, standing in a corner) is not allowed.  If a player holds a ball for 
more than 10 seconds, that player must roll the ball to the opposing team’s side of play.  If the 
player does not forfeit the ball, he/she will be out. 

9. If a team does not have extra players one player will be designated to retrieve balls out of the 
boundary lines. The designated player will wear a pinnie throughout the duration of the game.  
That player cannot be an offensive threat from outside the boundary lines of the court however 
may be put out by a thrown ball.  That player must re-establish him/herself in the court before 
becoming an attacking player. Once a member from the team has been eliminated, the player 
wearing the pinnie can no longer leave the court to retrieve a ball. 

a. If a team has extra players they will be the retriever and all 6 players on the court must 
remain on the court until becoming out. 

10. Ball retrievers may not cross the midline, nor may they make any offensive play from out-of-
bounds. 

 
Rule 6: Scoring 

1. In order to win a game, a team must eliminate all of its active opponents and still have at least 
one active player in the game. 

2. Following each game teams will switch sides. 
3. The first team to win 6 games will be the winner of the match.   

 

 
Stay Current – Check Us Out Online 

 

 Rec*It Mobile app found on Google Play and the App Store  

 campusrec.utah.edu 

 IMLeagues.com/Utah 

 facebook.com/uofucampusrec 

 twitter.com/uofucampusrec 

 
 


